Published in: Caryl Phillips: Writing in the Key of Life, ed. Bénédicte Ledent & Daria Tunca (Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi, 2012), pp. 139-151. Status: Postprint (Author's version) Higher Ground, which offers, among other things, an interesting representation of colonialism and slavery.
Heart of Darkness voices Marlow's obscure and mostly inconclusive seaman's narrative recalling his voyage along the African coast in the late-nineteenth century. The journey takes the form of a quest for Mr Kurtz, the European chief of an interior station and a collector of ivory, whose "nerves [...] went wrong, and caused him to preside at certain midnight dances ending with unspeakable rites," as Marlow reports. 5 Phillips's "Heartland" is somewhat similarly located on an African coast with a trading fort under Western management. The story is narrated by an African collaborationist, who works as an interpreter for the slave traders of the colonial settlement. His life is conditioned by his fear of his countrymen, who despise his involvement in the slave trade, and his terror of his white employers, who tolerate his presence as long as his human claims are silent. When the narrator wants to assert his love for a local woman, he is decreed a piece of 'Cargo', and shipped to the New World as a slave.
Just like Marlow's travel account in Heart of Darkness, the native collaborator's narrative in "Heartland" offers a vista on the dealings of Western colonialism in Africa and its implications for the everyday life of both colonizer and colonized. Each in his own tragic way seems a victim and a prisoner of his fear of the Other. Terror of the enemy -the local's terror of the colonialist and the colonialist's terror of the local -becomes a space of painful connectedness confirming Aimé Césaire's belief that "between colonizer and colonized there is room only for [...] intimidation, pressure, [...] contempt, mistrust, arrogance" 6 and fear.
Taking my cue from these general observations, I would like to explore the perennial state of apprehension that binds the African and Western characters in "Heartland" and Heart of Darkness. I shall first examine the status of collaborators in both texts and then discuss the situation of Westerners in Africa as seen respectively by Phillips and Conrad.
In Higher Ground, the narrator and protagonist of "Heartland" shares the life of some white soldiers, who are mobilized in Africa. Interestingly, despite his pledged allegiance to the imperial undertaking, the native interpreter is totally excluded from the society of the to live as freely as the other white agents in the fort. His racial affiliation to the allegedly 'inferior' and 'savage' world of the African is his scarlet letter; it excludes him from the fortress, and condemns him to a life of fear and effacement that he himself judges as "low and often unbearable" (HG, 19) .
To illustrate the notion of fear that corrodes the life of the interpreter, it is interesting to examine the character's interaction with the other residents of the fort. Out of loneliness, Lewis, a low-ranking member of the Western group, tries to befriend the local. Yet his friendship seems "too easily proffered for the interpreter's own comfort" (HG, 17), putting him immediately on his guard. In a similar way, the new governor's attempt to make friends with him fills him with an acknowledged "inner alarm" (HG, 12), which leads to his commenting twice on the scrutinizing presence of soldiers: "1 am aware of idling soldiers looking down upon us," and "men staring at us" (HG, 13) . Being the focal interest of the Westerners' eyes is dreadful for the narrator. The imperatives of his effacement are so deeply rooted in the survival codes of his existence that he rejects any Western sign of mere interest.
I would tentatively add here that the hierarchical structure of the fort, which has relegated the collaborator to its periphery, is rigidly and strictly guarded both by the native interpreter and the Western soldiers, who, in their watchful caution, resemble Conrad's black knitters guarding the door of the company headquarters in Brussels. This situation doubtlessly questions the reasons behind the collaborator's motives in tolerating such a debasing process of existential obliteration. Why not rebel, why not escape and seek refuge in the interior of the country as many African 'tribes' generally did to avoid the colonial invasion? The narrator does not leave these questions unattended and proficiently substantiates the idea of an ever-hovering danger of mistrust and punishment that binds him not only to his white masters but also to his people. In fact, the interpreter's plight is even more tragic in view of the local population's undisguised "disdain" (HG, 22) for his association with the white enslavers. Any attempt at escaping would in fact be fatal, since most locals would readily avenge their human losses on him. This leads one to conclude that a consuming state of apprehension clearly presides over the collaborator's marronnage between his white employers on the one hand and his own people on the other. It causes him, in Ledent's terms, to "act most unnaturally," to lose himself in his "fear of the Other."
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In terms of intertextual echoes, Phillips's nameless protagonist is obviously reminiscent of the native soldier guarding the ghastly manacled African slaves in the name of colonialism in Heart of Darkness. Just like the interpreter in "Heartland," the Conradian guard joins the imperial institution after "he [has] been instructed," and rendered "useful" (HD, 45) to the trading mission. He is guarding his countrymen, whose "deathlike indifference" excludes him, just like Marlow in this episode, as part of the "insoluble mystery" (HD, 18) that had come to them from a still unknown world. The guard's fear of the colonial establishment, shared by Phillips's narrator in "Heartland," is more or less hinted at in Heart of Darkness during the encounter with Marlow on the latter's arrival on the African coast. As
Marlow reports, seeing a white man on the path, [the native soldier] hoisted his weapon to his shoulder with alacrity. This was simple prudence, white men being so much alike at a distance that he could not tell who I might be. He was speedily reassured, and 10 Ledent, Caryl Phillips, 62. invader. Yet, on second thought, the native soldier remembers his new position as a colonial agent, and puts on a large grin to make up for his previous expression of fear. The "rascally grin" (HD, 18), a fiendish smile, is a sign of the local's recovered alliance with the white man.
It is also the symptom of the fear that he has to smother in the presence of the ruling invader.
Another epitome of Conrad's "reclaimed" (HD, 18), whose total abandonment to colonial rule might have largely inspired Phillips in his creation of the interpreter in "Heartland," is Marlow's helmsman, who shares his anonymity with other members of "the new forces at work" (HD, 18), such as the poleman, the fireman, and the local guard. They are all "improved specimen[s]" (HD, 45), who were, at some stage, educated by the "civilizational
Other," to quote Aijaz Ahmad.
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While the attitude of the native soldier guarding the chain-gang might evoke, as discussed above, a local agent's dread of Western authority, the helmsman's conduct, during the attack that Marlow's crew face in the up-river journey, suggests a collaborator's fear of his own African people. In the general confusion of the assault, the helmsman's terror of the local tribe makes him behave in a most inexplicable and strange way. His body seems to be reduced to pure sensation, bereft of self-control and traversed by violent forces: "He held his head rigid, face forward; but his eyes rolled, he kept on, lifting and setting down his feet gently, his mouth foamed a little" (HD, 55). The helmsman's body here enacts the character's fear of his own people. It is suddenly seized by uncontrollable convulsions, which develop into a last movement of energy that brings about the character's death. In fact, before passing away, the native agent deserts his post, fires at the shore, shakes the empty rifle at the invisible enemy, and yells at the coast before he falls down dead, a martyr to what Marlow reads as the native's foolishness, madness, and lack of "restraint" (HD, 63). Phillips's concern with the indigenous population -in this case, the local agent -and its still unrelated human experience. As Phillips himself explains in an interview, his main consideration is to In keeping with the idea of imperial malaise experienced by the colonial protagonist, I
propose to focus on the character of Lewis and some of the other Western soldiers in "sweating like a rotting apple," which is to him "a waste of time" (HG, 19) , and he further compares his existence to an imposed process of decomposition, whereby he simply "sits around waiting to get old" (HG, 19) . However, the rudimentary weapons of the Western agents are quickly replaced by "Winchesters" (HD, 55) when the natives' spears prove too difficult to handle. This happens during the up-river journey, when Marlow's crew is attacked in the fog. On this occasion, the European members of the group abandon their rods and readily brandish their guns to counter the natives' assault. Such a strategy of defence, which consists in alternating exposed batons and secreted rifles, testifies to the pilgrims' chronic fear of the African population; the same colonial terror that handicaps Phillips's colonizers in "Heartland," keeping them fort-bound. In the light of this, one might add that, when the local becomes the enemy as a result of colonial subjugation and his chosen field of action is confrontation, there is definitely something to fear for white colonizers. The reader is left with a jigsaw puzzle of hints and clues, and very often fails to detect 18 Ledent, "Is Counter-Discursive Criticism Obsolescent?" 301.
